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MAT  PfigJETRATIDH li Gi^M>3P flSfj 

A  valuable prodmct of the Horth S'aoific waters is 

oanned aalaon, «hich j.s a standard oomoiodlty in food mar* 

kets of th&  0aited States. The largest can ooanaoEly sold 

is the  ooe pound size. Consideritig th© popularity and 

volume of sales of canned aalaon it is only natural that 

largar containers would b© of interest feo packers. Large 

containers, such as are available for some meat products, 

aould se advantageous for large families and consumers 

such as hotels and restaurants. Besides the convenieno© 

such a package would offer, there m>uld also b®  a reduction 

In price per unit of fish due to container costs, ^a in 

the meat packing industry, there is th© possibility of 

by-products for animal feeding from low grade raw materials 

and from pieces not suitable for regular grades. Large 

cans are e-ven more desirable for by-produots thon for regu- 

lar packs,, A survey of the possibilities of such new canned 

products involves the question of preservation, oanning 

naturally would be the logical aethod of accomplishing pre- 

servation, 'iith this vie® in aind, the following investi- 

gation was undertaken, 

KJSTOff OF LITBIiliTOBB 

A review of the literature on heat penetration has 
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showa ttkTit  although the principle of preserving food wi'tli 

foeat wa$ dlaeover-ed in 1810 'bf iippert tSl) actual scien- 

tific studies were not undertaken until near t&e 'begin- 

ning of tfc® present eenturf, 

Prescott and Underwood 110)' in 18©8 studied tfe© sour*- 

ing of corn* ^o fact© were brought forth which apply in 

general to Meat penetration into canned aaterials* First, 

the retio of liquid to solid material in the can greatly 

influenced the rate of heat penetration*, the second fact 

brought forth fey their wrk was that regardless of the temp- 

eratur© of processing, the temperature In the center of the 

can reached that of the retort In approximately the same 

length of time. 

DuckwQli 18)  in 1®0S carried on heat penetration . 

studies with peas* He also found that the temperature in 

the center of the can reached that of the retort in the 

saa© length of time regardless of the processing tempera- 

ture « 

Bitting (5) in 191S pointed out that heat penetrated 

into substances containing free liquid more rapidly than it 

passed into materials of heavy consistency.. 

Bitting and Bitting {4) in 1919 investigated the 

effect of agitation upon heat penetration. They found that 

e lalnimum time was required to bring the temperature of 

the can to that of the bath where the proportion of free 

liquid allowed OQWeotlon currents... The maximum time was 
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required for products of consistency similar to that of 

mashed sweet potatoes, i'hey also noted that with products 

of this type during an ordinary process time the center of 

the can rarely reached to within 10° 0. of the retort 

temperature, 

Thompson (22) in 1919 published a report on temperat- 

ure-time relations during processinga This work is of in- 

terest because its purpose was to take the results and see 

what application oould be made of a mathematical theory of 

heat conduction. He used th® diffusitivity formula from 

which had been calculated th© effect of size and shape of 

containers on heat penetration. 

Diffusitivity Constant k  a ConductIvity 
Specific Heat z Density 

This diffusitivity constant is the numerical value of 

temperature change in a unit cube of material during a unit 

of time. He reported that in using this formula the 

assumption was made that all heat conducted was equally 

distributed throughout the cube. To use this formula based 

on conductivity it was also necessary to assume that con- 

vection currents would be local in oharaoter and that their 

effect would be equal to an Lncreasej in conduction. Due 

to tha physical nature of food products varying con- 

vection and conduct ion conditions made the application 

of mathematics difficult. The author concluded that ad- 

ditional work on formulas would be required before re- 
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suits oould he of practloal use. 

Ball (2) in 19E8 developed a jaathematieal method of 

detormining thermal processes of caxmed foods, Due to the 

varying physical natures of raw materials, the methods in- 

volved ooaplleated mathematical foraulas. He pointed out 

that the values obtained are purely theoretical, and that 

caution should be used in interpreting their results. 

Magoon and Culpepper (17) in 19S1 studied the factors 

affecting temperature changes in the container during the 

canning of fruits and vegetables. They found, as did 

earlier investigators, that the temperature of the retort 

is reached in the container in approximately the same tlBi© 

regardless of the processing temperature unless the higher 

temperatures broke down the tissues of the fruit as is the 

case with tomatoes. Thl-s study further indicated that the 

diameter of the container is of much less importance in 

material with free liquid than ^n those of heavy consis- 

tency. They pointed out that the character of the pack and 

the composition of material© t?ere largely responsible for 

the rate of change of teaperature at the center of the can. 

This change was rapid in materials with interspaces filled 

with free liquid, but aith materials of heavy or pasty 

consistency the rate of change ®as very slow unless mech- 

anical agitation was employed« 

Joslyn (15) in 1928 raade a study of the effect of vis- 

cosity in heat penetration. lie found that except where heat 
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brought about a change in colloidal substances the heat- 

ing curve was always a record of change from 6 greater to 

a less viscosity while the reverse was true for cooling. 

He-stated that the heat conductivity of liquids is low, and, 

that the major portion of the heat is transferred by oon- 

vectlon currents* ©reater visooelties decreased the rat© 

of convection thus requiring heat penetration to proceed by 

the slower process of conduction. He observed the ef- 

fects of viscosity and found that convection currents 

decreased as the center of the can approached the temper- 

ature of the retort A He also found that, heat was trans- 

ferred more slowly by conduction as the temperature at the 

center of the container approached the temperature ex- 

isting near the wall of the container* 

Lang (16) in 1935 reported an investigation of the 

thermal processes of California canned marine products„ 

This work was concerned mainly with the time necessary to 

destroy an organism comparable in heat resistance to Clos- 

stridium botulinura^ The heat penetration time resulting 

from this research showed that longer cooks ©ere required 

to reaoh the maximua temperatures in the center of a solid 

piece of fish8 

Hunter and Thorn (14) in 1919 found in a bacter- 

iological study of commerdially canned salmon that a large 

percentage of the cans were unsterile and that over 40 

percent contained an aerobic jpore forming bacillus. 
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This lirrestigation vms  of importance because it indicated 

that processing times being used ,7er© not sufficient to 

kill th© dangerous, heat-resistant, Oloatridium botulinum 

organism, if it had been present, 

Th® Pacific fisherman (18) in 1020 published a report 

of the National Canners association on heat penetration 

differences between individual cans of the same size, 

This was explained by the probability that the point of 

the thermometer in some casos ©as in contact with the 

liquid while in others it was in a solid piece of flesh. 

Comparisons were made between cans started at room temper- 

ature and cans that had received an exhaust, fhese diff- 

erences were largely overcome as the cans approached the 

retort temperature, fh© higher initial temperature added 

to the sterilizing value of the process given. Cans ob- 

served in the center of the retorts were found to heat as 

rapidly as those near the wall of the retort, provided 

it was properly vented# fig. I shows the results of this 

Investigation in graphic form. 

So far as known no further studies of heat penetration 

in canned salmon have been made since those of the Mational 

Canners association referred to above, 

METHODS MID  APPARATUS 

Methods used in previous Investigations. Ball 
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(3.5 IB 1936 enmi@yat©§ various typos of e^nipaeot that 

tmv<& hemx  uaed In studying fct@et penetratioai tm®k  as iaa^* 

imm readiog glass -tberaoaoters, ordinary glass fchermo* 

ai0t0S?as &zx?urtBion  thermometer a, ehemioal indieators ©hiq-h 

aadergo T>®r®aa©nt aolor oha^$®s at eertain t^japerait^res, 

and materials thci%  are mel%®&  at certain intenslti^® of 

heat. These aetfaods today ar© practically outssioded 'by th© 

introiuotion and Improvement of thermocouples♦ 

, SaaU special saade jm.xiwam reading theraometers were 

used bj  plaoi»^ theis in the  Q©nt©r of the Content© of th© 

can before seuiing, Their reading© were accurate, but 

only one teiaperatures vms  obtained from a can* 4 further 

disadTantag® was that no aetfcod existed of accurately 

determining the length -of time required to heat the con* 

tents of the can to the aa&laum temperature♦ This method 

wa$ utilize  *>y Frescott (find Underwood (.19) in 1898 but 

they haS to use a large nmber of cans to obtain their 

final results* 

Long stemmed thermometers were used by Witting (3) 

in Ifl^ and also by Sagoon and Qulpepper, {XV)  in 1921„ 

Apparatus for these experimentb was . no constructed that ' 

the therraometer vms outside of the retort where it could^ 

be read eontinttously* ^he long stefflaed thermometer was 

a decided improvement9  but there were two  outstanding dis- 

advantoses,. Conduction occurred along the glass stem and 

the construction did not lend itself to studies in agi* 
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tatioa* 

f!i<§moeo^ples wer© first tried bj Bitting (3) in 1012 

but ©ere not sueoessfully a^pliQii to tfeis field until five 

year© l©t©sp .fey Bitting ana Bitting, (4) in 1017, Jftolfte 

and Bronfealsrer^r i§) ia 1919 developed a sueseesfml 

thermoeoapl© apparatus for the measuring Of heat peft.©* 

tr&ticm ia eaniied foods* 

Msgoo-n and Culpepp©!":,. (17) ia 1921 used tUes'aooouples 

ia eoftjunotioa with loag stemmed tfeermoaieters. . Siao© tii©t 

tiia© Z'eseafch ia heat jjenetratioa has r©li©d ©a the^mo* 

comples to obtain aeowate results. 

FfinolBles of themnomm)!®®.    Seab-eek (11) in 18S1 

disco^rad that in a closed oircuit of two disaiaiilay 

metals ther© was a flow of eleotiPie ourrent provided that 

th© two jwctioas of the metals war© at diffarest tamp* 

©pattw«e. Th* magnituda of this aleotroaotivd force 

which .may t>® measured hy a potentiometer depends o» three 

faOtorat First» the nature of the metals; Secondj the 

differenee in tamparatura of the tno  Juaotlons; and^ 

Third, th© actual temperature of the two Jmxsotions. Thasa 

ar® briefly the basio prlnelples iavolvad in. theraiocouples* 

Foota, fairohiid,. and Harrlsoh U2) in 1921 note that 

thermocouples,, to 'oe daairahla, ha^e to resist corrosion 

and ojEidatioR, develop xalatitreiy large ©..m.;f., a«d have 

a temperatmre»©♦an.ff proportionate to tha increases in 

temperature. 
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Bgperimental Apparatus, Thermocouples wore selected 

tot  tMs work oa the basis of their superiority, aooiaraoy 

and adaptability* Semper a ture sienaurations witMa sealed 

rotated oaas was impossible by other methods because of 

ffleehasiqal problems, Th®  two metals Esed for th© therao* 

eoupl©s in  this oxperia©nt wer© oopp^r a»d ooastantan. 

These aetale., aceoriimg to foot©5 Fairohild and Harrison 

(IS) .in 1921s, C@B bo us<sd for extrea© precision tsork tap 

to 360° G9 Thermocouples for this experiment were itaaa© 

from special 24 gauges ©name! wires ©upplied by L©eda & 

Horthrup Coapany. The copper and oonstantan wires were 

fusod together in an oxy-gas flam© after being covered «?ith 

auffioi^nt melted borax.to prevent oxidation* The juno~ 

tion formed was then placed on the end of an eight rotiod 

fiber support >., which had u diaaeter aiailar to that of a 

pencil, Tso grooves were provided along the sides of the 

support In which the wires were led from the point of 

fusion. The reaaining space ^ae then filled aith plastic 

wood. A short piece of fiber tubing was snugly fitted 

onto the outer end of the support to prevent the wires 

from tearing out of the grooves. After leaving the support 

each wire was covered with four feet of asbestos tubing 

which provided insulation until the wires from the three 

thermocouples were brought close together prior to their 

passing through the wall of the retort, 

Passage to the outside of the retort was accomplished 
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\3f using a multiple grooved rod of the same material and 

size as was used for the thermocouple supports. The grooves 

were filled with plastic trood after the wires had been, in- 

serted . >ieoes of tight fitting fiber tubing wer© placed 

ov@r the multiple grooved rod and passed through a stuffing 

box to tfo© outsid© of the retort* Points on  the inside of 

the retort ©hora th©r© was a remote chance that th© rod 

could become damaged or shorted on the hollo© metal drive . 

shaft wer© covered with tubing. 

Agitation experiments presented the problem of trans- 

ferring th© e.m.f, generated by the thermocouples through 

the revolving wires to a stationary instrument which would 

indicate the magnitude of the e.m.f. Provisions were made 

for the agitation studies by inserting a liquid medium be- 

tvjeen rotating and stationary wires in the following 

manner. <■«. series of discs about an inch and a half in 

diameter sore placed oh the protruding end of the mul- 

tiple grooved rod. The thermocouple leads now on the out- 

side of the retort were each led to a separate disc, Each 

wire was mad© to form a complete circle after it had passed 

through th© radius of the disc. The circle of wire was then 

fitted into a groove on the circumference of the disc and 

securely fastened, A mercury bath was provided for each 

disc which allowed a miniiaum of a quarter of an inch im- 

mersion, Stationary leads from the potentiometer were 

placed in a part of th© mercury where they did not inter- 



Pig. 2.  Illustration of the mercury tath used for transferring 
e.m.f. from rotating to stationary wires. 

t-1 

<3 
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fere with the rotation of the discs. HoMnson (SO) in 

1938 indicated that from the standpoint of the thermoelec- 

tric characteristics there would be no effect on the e.m.f« 

if two cmds of the thermocoupl© wire immersed in the mer- 

cury were at the same temperature. Fig, 2  illustrates the 

special equipment for transferring the e.m.f, from rotating 

to stationary wires. 

Agitation was accomplished bf means of a hollow shaft 

inserted through the wall of the retort, & square yoke 

was attached to the end of the hollow drive shaft inside 

the retort. This yoke supported woven wire baskets which 

were used to hold the cans during processing. Fig. 3. 

A stuffing box surrounded the shaft where it entered th© 

retort to prevent the ©scape of ©team, .--a the center of 

this shaft served as an outlet for the multiple groove rod 

containing the thermocouple leads another stuffing box 

was attached to the end of the shaft* Two purposes were 

served by this latter stuffing box: First, it prevented th© 

escape of steam; and, Second» it held th© multiple grooved 

rod stationary so that the discs attached to it rotated islfch 

the shaft. Fig. 2, Agitation was accomplished by placing 

a pulley on the shaft between the.two stuffing boxes. 

Power for driving this pulley was transsitted by a V belt 

fro® a geared-in-head electric motor. All tests on agitated 

cans were made while the cans were being rotated at the 

rate of fifteen and a half revolutions pci ninute. 



Fig. £ •    3' Top View   illustration of  the mercury ti 
and location of cans  and thermocouples 

th,   di ive   sh&f t 
in the  retort. to 
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Spooial tubular brass fittings were used to introduoe 

the %&©pmocouples Into the cana. Fig, 4, The oirouafer* 

eno® of the tub© was threaded the entire length ©soept for 

a large, flat, hesagoBal shoulder on one  end, thl$  shoul- 

der fitted against the inside of the can and was held in 

place by a gasket and nut which ©as tightened down on the 

outside, the joint thus formed was tight so that no leak- 

age ooourred during the processing period which followed. 

k perfect seal i^as obtained around the theraooouple round 

fiber support by attaching a stuffing box to the outer end 

of the brass fitting. 

The e.a.f. produced bj  the thermocouples was measured 

by means of a keeds & Morthrup portable potentiometer in- 

dicator, fig. 5. The parts which appear on the outside of 

the inatrument are as follows: A handle on the side for 

balancing the oirouits; ii. galvanometer on the pannel 

for determining when the circuits of the potentiometer 

©ere in balance; A large dial for the millivolt readings; 

A small dial for the ©oapensution of cold junction temper- 

atures; Buttons to close circuits of the standard cell and 

of the theraocouplo; and, Terminals for the connection of 

the thornooouple leads end for the connection of extra dry 

cells ©hen the instrument is located in a stationary 

position, 

A series of teats were run with the inatramont before 

any experimental worlc was attempted. These testa were 
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Fig. 4,  Illustration of an as- 
sembled fitting and 
its separate parts. 

«^'f 

j Ml 
VBH 

Fig* 5. Portable potentiometer indi- 
cator. 
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checked against a Centigrade thermometer which had been 

calibrated to standard conditions and found to be correct. 

All potentiometer readings were based on Centigrade temp- 

eratures which were later converted to Fahrenheit ^hen 

desired by the use of conversion fable III, Preliminary 

tests were made with th© coaponsator dial to deteraine the 

possibility of using room temperatures as the cold junction 

of th© thermocouples. The  potentiometer being used was 

calibrated so that at zero degrees Centigrade there would 

be no e.m.f. provided that the cold junction was at the 

same temperature, during calibration the hot Junctions of 

the thermocouples were maintained at zero degrees Centigrade 

which gave them the theoretical value of zero, and thus 

any e.m.f. was a product of the cold junction which was 

the room temperature. The three experimental thermocouples 

with the mercury connections were also at this same time 

compared to a thermocouple with continuous wire leadst 

which is designated in Table 1 as number four. Thermocouple 

number four in many cases exceeded the others by a 

hundredth of a millivolt which was approximately equi- 

valent to one^ciuarter of a degree Centigrade,, 
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fable go. 1 

Bffeot of Hoop Temperatures on Killlvolt neadlngs 

Boom 

Temperature 0C 

in m 
zo 
Eli 

24 

theoretical lllllivolt    lllllvoli Readings 
Heading 

Theraooouple Mumbers 

..56 
♦ 69 
♦ 70 
♦ 74 
.60 
*88 
.86 
.94 
.9© 

1 Z 5 4 

,5? ,57 .57 ,,58 
.69 ,69 *69 .70 
.70 „7G .70 .71 
.?$ .75 ♦ 78 .'76 
*80 .80 .80 .81 
08S .81 .81 .81 
.86 .86 .86 .87 
.95 .95 .95 .95 
.97 ,97 .97 .97 

Tbe result® as demonstrated in Table 1 conpared favor- 

ably with  the theoretical voices which were.t&icen from a 

table.of Leeds & lorthrup Company. Table Ho. AII. Blttee 

the experimental tests nroduced positive results the table 

of theoretical values was thereafter used to adjust the 

cold junction oompens&tor for. room teaperaturos. 

^obirsson 120} in  1936 stated that ordinary copper oon^- 

stantan thermocouple sire would match the temperature band 

of 38° to 2£§0 F. to within S0 f. or 0.048 millivolts. 

Preliminary tests were run with the thermocouples at 

different temperatures to be used In the experlaent end 

no variation of as much as 2° C. occurred. These results 

further substantiated the use of the theoretical table as 

a. standard for the experiment. 

The portable potentiometer indicators of the type 
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used in this work aret according to Hobertson (SO) in 

1938, accurate only to ©ithin 2° F. Accordingly, the 

final results cannot be claimed to be better than that of 

the potentiometer indicator. The preliminary tests pre- 

viously cited would indicate, however, that this error 

©as seldom approached, 

PROOSDIglB 

Fresh Chinook salmon were used for all.experimental 

tests except for the number 10 cans which were packed with 

Bluebacks, The fish after being prepared were filled in- 

to the cans by weight with the exception of the number IO's 

which were tightly pae&ed* Table No, 2. The net weight of 

each of the number 10 cans was the same* An attempt was made 

when packing the cans to have the pieces of fish located in 

the can. so that the thermocouple when inserted would be in 

the center of a large piece and at the center of the can. 

fable' Wo, 2 

fill of Sxperisaental Cans 

Salmon 
Salmon 
Salmon 

1 lb. fall 
Ho, 2§ 
Mo, 10 

1 
1 
7 

0 
14 
0 

By-products sere obtained by grinding the heads, tails, 

fins and other small cuts. This ground material was packed 



Pig.   6.     Illustration of  the  position of thermocouples  in  the  cans. 
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into cans moderately tight and handled in the same manner 

as the  oannad aalsaon. 

The saaller sized oans were prepared for the ©ssper- 

iments by  attaohing the  brass fittings, fig, 4, at the,cent- 

er of the bottom of the can. Fig, 6, fhe naafeer 10 cans 

were handled slightly differently in that the special brass 

fittiug box was attached at the side midway between the 

ends, iifter fillings the cans were scaled fry double ©earn- 

ers available In the laboratory, 

So provision was made for vacuun aeuiing is this cx-- 

periaent. Clark». Clough* and Shrostroa (6) in 10£5 gave 

the following functions of vacoaa in canned saliaon: first, 

to keep the ©Ms collapsed; Second, to prevent unnecessary 

strains; and, Shird, to restrict ami prevent the growth 

of certain bacteria* Since vacuum was not needed to serve 

any of the above mentioned functions the cans ©ere not 

vacuua sealed, 

fhe thermocouples ©ere inserted through the opening 

provided in the brass fittings attached at the ends of the 

cans. Care was taken to have the hot junction in a 

piece of flesh, The.cans containing the thermocouples were 

always nalntained AD -the same location in the retort by 

placing thesa in a wire basket, i'he basket also served to 

hold the cans securely during the period when they were 

being treated by agitation,, 

A  constant temperature r/as maintained in the retort 
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Fig.   7.     Illustrates equipment used  for  studying 
heat "oenetration. 
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during the experiment©!, runs by an automation air-operated, 

ryoos reoording control unit. Fig. 7, Temperature readings 

were also taken from a seven inch mercury sight thermometer 

properly attached at the side of the retort* These controls 

were auoh as might be found in good commercial plants, and 

had been tested for accuracy with a thermometer from the 

Bureau of Standards,* 

Headings were made on the theraocouples every ten min- 

utes when possible and oftener when the changes occurred 

rapidly. Time readings ©ere taken from an electric clack. 

Fig. 7, The millivolt readings obtained were translated 

to their equivalent value of Centigrade temperature. Table 

No. HI, These CeBtigrade temperatures in turn were 

later converted to Fahrenheit readings (13). 

DISCUSS101■ 

The results of this experiment should not be inter- 

preted in any raanner as a definite recomaendation of pro- 

cessing times, The results merely sho© the possibilities 

of processing salmon In containers larger than are now 

oonmon.  "hey also show that agitation during processing 

may increase the rate of heat penetration. 

In general a time ©hich might be suitable for pro* 

ceasing is dependent largely on the time necessary to kill 

heat resistant spore formihg bacteria, Glostridium botu- 

linum is the organism which presents this probleia is can- 
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ned foods because it is not only resistant, but it also 

produces a deadly toxin. Mo outbreaks of botulism have 

ever been attributed to oorameroially canned salmon. Fel- 

lers (10) in 1926 reported that Clostridium botullmisa »?ould 

grow vigorously in canned salmon. Dickinson, .mirke, Seek, 

and Johnston (?) in 192S found that the keat resistance of 

spores of Clostridium botulinum showed a marked increase 

at high temperatures when heated in broth covered with a 

thin layer of oil. Lang (16) in 19S5 noted that although 

the heat resistance of Olostrium botulinum in canned sea 

foods ©au in direct relation to its resistance in neutral 

phosphate. Fish suspensions in oil ^aro an exception to 

the rule. He further found that there appearid to be no 

direct correlation In canned marine foods between the 

hydrogen-ion concentration and heat resistance when the 

pH Halts were between 5.0'and e..8* ffelss (28) in 1921 

in studying free Clostrldlusa botulinum sporeis found the 

young spores have the higher thermal resistance. He also 

reported tJaat she longer spores are held near killing 

temperature the longer the period required for remaining 

live spores to germinate. 

The foregoing investigations indicate that Clostrid- 

ium botulinum could gross in salmon* Such being the case, 

sufficient heat would have to be applied to destroy the 

spores. Bsty and Meyer (9) in 1922 determined the min- 

iaum destruction time and the maximum survival times for 
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Olostridiura botulinum when the spores were produced under 

most favorable conditions. 

fable go, 5 

Resistance; of Gloatridium Botulinua Spores 

ilsty & Meyer (•©) 

Minimum 
Destruction time 

 Minutes 

Masimum 
Survival Time 

Mi&utes OQ 

ISO 
115 
110 
105 
100 

0f 
4 

10 
33 

100 
330 

£48 
239 
230 
281 
Slg 

5 
12 
36 

130 
360 

The ninimum destructloa time in 'fable Wo. 3 will be 

referred to in locating an approximate process time in the 

heat penetration studies to be discussed,, 

Salmon used for this survey twr®  found to have consider- 

able variation in Initial temperature, fhis necessitated 

the deriving of a standard which could be taken as the 

starting temperature of all experiments,, i'he arbitrary 

temperature selected was 65° F* In most casoa this temp- 

erature of 65° F. had to be derived by locating its posi- 

tion between the two nearest readings. The designated 

temperature was selected for two reasons : first, direct 

comparisons could be made with work of previous investi- 

gators, Fig, 1, and, Second, this temperature closely ap- 

proaches that of room temperature. The selection cf 65 

F, is further substantiated as the starting temperature be- 
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oause th® salmon canning inftustty  has of late years us©& 

mechnlcal vacuum and room temperatures rather than the older 

jaet&oft of pre-heating to create a. vacuurae 

fiae-temperature tables ©ere aede for each ean run in 

all experiments* These tables appear for reference in the 

appendix* •**• sussaary and graph for each can !?oul& be con- 

fusing, accordingly, the experitaental results for ell cans 

of each product were oosiMned into overage temperature and 

tiiae.. These averages were then plotted to form the heat 

penetration curves of the various products, 

&,  aeries of fifteen number 1 tall cans of aalraonj 

Table Mo. 1, wer© processed in a stationary position to 

deterain© if the results of this experiment s?ould be comp- 

arable to those previously reported in the Pacific Fish- 

erman* Fig, 1, A survey of the heat penetration curves. 

Fig. 1 and Fig, 8, indicate that up to l©0o F, the t«?o cur- 

ves are practically the same* i:oint8 on the curve beyond 

160° F, deviate at times, about 3° f„ belov those of the 

previous investigations, Oioa© agreement of the two curves 

indicates that the methods uaed in this experiment gave 

results which compared favorably with those found by  ear- 

lier investigators. 

The series of stationary can© processed at 240° F, to 

obtain correlation with the former vsorlc were also com- 

pared with the series of fourteen similar cans ^hich were 

agitated, fable Ko, II, The two methods seemed to main- 
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tain th© sam© temperatures for the first ten minutes, after 

which heat penetrated into the agitated cans more rapidly. 

The variation caused by agitation was not great but, never- 

the^less, was significant when interpreted in terms of the 

ainimua destruction time of Glostridiua botulinum spores, 

Table 3. The agitated cans reached 830° F, twenty-five min- 

utes before those that were stationary. The result of this 

was that the agitated cans passed through two-thirds of a 

minimum destruction time for that teaperatur© before an 

equal temperature was reached in the stationary cans. The 

probability is that a processing period for agitated num- 

ber 1 tall cans would be about twenty-five minutes less than 

for stationary number 1 tall cans. 

The readings on agitated cans, Table Wo. II, were ob- 

tained by running three cans at a time. The cans were so 

arranged in the retort that when they were agitated two 

made large arcs while one in the center passed through a 

small arc,, ^ans number II, 1?, VIII, XI and XIV, Table 

Ho, II, were located so that they passed through the small 

arc. No differences in  heal penetration were observed be- 

tween these cans and those passing through the large arc. 

Number 2^ cans are larger thpua cans that are. now be- 

ing used for salmon. In-as-much as there was no standard 

weight for a can of this size, en arbitrary filling we- 

ight had to be selected. After a number of trials were 
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made a weight of 1 pound end 14 ouaoee was selected as 

this was the masimum treiglit of bulky outs »Moh could be 

paeked tightly in the can. 

Seven number g-| cans ©er© proe©ss©d at £4*0°  F. In a 

statiooary position. Table Ho, ill. The averag® times and 

teraperatures were taken from this tablo and plotted to 

form the heat penetration curve8 fig. ©. The results 

silo?,? that the oenter of the number 8& cans reaeh 820° F, in 

a hundred minutes frtsioh was thirty-five minutes more than 

was required for nuaber 1 tall cans under similar oondit- 

ions. The time required to raise the te'iperatur© of the 

nuraber 8^ cans frora S20 to 850 degrees i\ w«s thirty-five 

minutes, fhe tifae necessary for the destruction of the 

heat»r©sistanoe spores in this product, Table Ho. 3S in- 

dicates that a period of  around 160 minutes »ould be neces- 

sary for processing. 

A group of number 2-§ cans ©ore processed at 840° F. for 

a period of 380 ralrmtea. The center of thes© cans never 

reached the temperature of 238 F.. The long processing 

period reduced the quality by makiag the fish dark and de- 

veloped a burnt flavor which ms  most prominent in the 

juice. 

A  series of thirteen number 2-| cans were processed at 

240° ¥.  »ith agitation, fable Ho. I?. The average 

tiae-temperature curve did not rise above that of the 

stationary cans for the first twelve siinutes. The two cur- 
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ves diverged after twelv© minutes, but remained fairly 

close together and ©ere of the eame type. Fig. 9. As was 

the case of" the number 1 tails, agitation here also orought 

the cans to the more lethal temperatures in a shorter time. 

The time required for the agitated esns to rise from 220 to 

£30 degrees F. was twenty-five minutes or ten minutes shor^- 

ter than the time required for the stationary oans to pass 

through the same range. A prooessing period of 14S min- 

utes would seem to cover the minimum destruction time of 

Clostxidium botulinua spores. Table Ho. 3. This time is 

fifteen minutes less than that suggested as a possibility 

for processing stationary cans at the same temperature, 

Th© quality of the number 2-fe  oans processed with agitation 

at 250° F, did not appear to have been affected by the 

temperature, 

Salmon by-products were made from th© material 1B ft 

after the canning of th© salmon, i».ll by-products in these 

experiments were canned in number Si cans.  Three cans 

$ere run in the stationary position at a processing temp- 

erature of 240° X?. Table Eo.  V. Their average time-temp- 

erature curve,- Fig, 10, indicates that ninety-five minutes 

were necessary for the cans to reach £20° F. This is five 

minutes less than the time that was required for number 2$ 

ggitated cans of salmon to reach the same temperature. 

Fig., 9. Tfoe temperature of £20° F, was also reached ten 

minutes eoone'r than it ©as in stationary oans of salmon 
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processed at 240 F. The tira© required for the cans to 

rise from 220 to 830 degrees F, was thirty-five minutes or 

the same as for stationary cans of salmon of the same size. 

If th© rise from 280 to 830 degrees F, in  cofls-idered as a 

quarter of the miniraura destruotion time for spores of 

Olostridiua footulimimp tbe total time necessary would be 

about 160 minutes* This time f/ould be the same as for 

stationary cans of salmon of the same size. Fig. 9. 

Four cans of  toy-products were processed by agitation 

at 240° F. Table Mo„ tic    The  average rate of heat peoe- 

trstion was the same as in th© stationary cans during this 

first"' twenty minutes but after thut a sharp variation 

occurred. These agitated cans reached 220° F, twenty- 

five minutes sooner than the corresponding stationary cans 

of by-products. The sinisma destruction time given In 

Table Ko« 3 would se©m to have been satisfied in this case 

after 1E0 minutes. 

Th© posQlbilities of higher processing temperatures' 

were studied. A temperature of 250° F. was selected since 

moat canneries are so equipped that they could run their 

retorts at this temperature* 

4 series of five number Sir cans of salmon wore pro- 

cessed in a stationary position at S350 F. fable Wo. VII, 

The heat penetrated to the center of these cans during the 

first hour about as rapidly as the same size agitated cans 

of salmon processed at 840° F, Beyond this point the high- 
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er retort tewiperatur© changed the shape of the curve. 

Fig. 11, A lapse of time of about fifteen mintttes was 

required for th© temperature at the center of the can to 

rise from 220 to 230 degrees F. Th© temperature at ISO 

ainutes was above 240° F. and had been sufficiently high for 

a long enough period oo that the destruction time for the 

heat-resistant spores Clostridium botulinum was satisfied. 

fi' o Th© agitated series of seven cans processed at 250 F., 

Table Ko, Till, heated a little more slowly than the stat- 

ionary can© for the first thirty minutes, but after that 

time heat penetrated into them more rapidly. Fig. 11. The 

slightly higher temperatures obtained by agitation,, however, 

were in a range laor© destructive to heat resistant spores. 

Approximately fifteen ainutes were required for the aver- 

age temperature in the center of the can to change from 

220 to 250 degrees F, r/hiohwas the same as for stationary 

cans. By referring to Table S again the agitated cans ap- 

pear to heve passed through the minimua destruction time 

for Clostridium botulinuta spores in ISO minutes.. The gain 

in time by agitation over that of stationary cans was ten 

iainucea, 

Four number 2|- cans filled \»ith salsaon by-produSts 

rarere processed at 260° F, Table No, IX. This lot proces- 

sed in a stationary position produced a heat penetration 

•curve, Fig. 13-, which was slightly below that of the lot 
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paofced with saliaon having the same treatment. A^out fif- 

teen minutes were required for the temp©ratur© of the cans 

to rise from SSO to 230 decrees f.    This timo waa the same 

as the stationary lot of number 8^ salmon prooossed at the 

same temperature, A prooessing period for these by-prod- 

ucts should be 135 minutes to satisfy the minimum destruc- 

tion time given in Table Ho. 5. This time of 135 salnutes 

exceeds by five minutes that of the stationary oans of 

salmon proeessod at SSO0 F. 

Agitated ouna' of by-produots wor© proeessed at 850° 

f,    Tabio Ho. X. Their average temperature-time relation 

shows that the heat p&saed into them uuite rapidly, Figo 

134    Only seven minutes were required for the cans to pass 

from 220 to  250 degrees F, By the end of seventy rainutes 

the temperature ut thb center of the. cans had been at 

lethal temperature long enough to satisfy the minirauii de- 

struotion time of resiatanoe apores of Olostrodiura bot* 

ulinum. Table No. 3. 

Salsaon were processed in number 10 cans to determine 

the effect of inoreaaed volume and weight on heat pene- 

tration. Three of these cans were processed in a station- 

ary position at 250° F. fable Ho. XX. The heat penetrated 

into these cans slowly. Fig, IE. a.  period of two and one- 

half hours elapsed before the cans reached 218° F, The 

center of the cane required fourty minutes to rise from 

£20 to 830 degrees tf, and a total of four and one-half hours 
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were necessary before the miaimua destruction time in 

Table Ho, 3 had been satisfied. f?he number 10 oan$ Md 

not reach 240° f. until after they had been processed five 

and one-quarter hours. The cans were processed for an es» 

cessiv© length of time In this experiment. This was done 

to obtain a long curve which would shew the resistance Of 

the contents to rise in temperature. The final product 

after this lorig process was soft and t&© liquid had a 

burnt flavor, 

A discussion of the experimental work as a whole would 

be mainly a repetition of what has already been previously 

presented. One factor still seems to present itself though 

in a survey of the work. All of the agitation oxperiaents 

vsrith but one exception had the same rate of heat penetra- 

tion as the stationary cans during the firss few- lainutea, 

^n explanation of this at ^he present time can only be pre- 

sented as theory. •.•Jalmon is packed as a solid piece of 

flesh with no liquid. After processing the flesh is loose 

in the can and considerable water and oil are present. 

Oonsidering this it is probaole that during the first few 

iainut©s of cooking the heat penetrated by conduction where- 

as after liquid was formed heat penetrated sore rapidly be- 

cause of the development of convection currents. This 

would seem to indicate that there Is some benefit derived 

from agination. 
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SIMMRY 

1. Successful equipment was developed for this ex- 

periment which allowed thoraoeouplee to be used while they 

were in cans that were being agitated. 

2. Preliminary tests indicated that the results ob^- 

talned are comparable to those of a previous investigator. 

3. Agitation which was carried out at  fifteen and a 

half revolutions per minute decreased the time necessary 

for a processing period. 

4. Stationary cans of salmon and. stationary cans of 

by-products both required about the same processing time 

5« Processing time of salmon and salmon by-products 

was reduced by raising the processing temperature from 

240 to £50 degreos .F, 

0.' Agitated salniDn by-produots heated more rapidly 

a all temperatures than agitated cans of salmon. 

■ 7. Uumber 10 cans were extremely Blow  in reaching a 

temperature shich would asaure the destruction of heat- 

resistant Clostridium botulinum spores.. 

8. The times that are considered sufficient in this 

survey are not intended in. any manner to be reoomaendations 

of prooeaalng tiros5 for the product considered. 
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